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Demographic Models and Island
Colonisation in the Pacific
Stephen Black
Anthropology Department. University of Auckland
ABSTRACT
The role o f model building and testing in Pacific a rc haeology is discussed. As an illustrative
exa mple. a number o f models are developed for the prehistory of the Galapagos Islands.
The models focus o n demographic variables and the social and biological problems associated
with the colonisation of islands by small groups. These models make varying assumptions
concerning the navigatio nal prowess of prehistoric South Americans, and lead to different
conclusions about the possible importance of South American voyaging in the settlement
of Polynesia. That several models a re plausible refutes Tho r Heyerdahl's claim that the evidence fo r prehistoric South Americans on the Galapagos supports his theory of South American o rigins for Polynesian culture.
Keywords GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. ARCHAEOLOGY, DEMOGRAPHIC MODELS.
ISLAND CO LONISATION. EXTINCTION .

INTRODUCTION
The observation th a t all species of plants a nd a nima ls a re no t eve rywhere eq ually
abundant gives ri se to ma ny fund a mental questions in ecology a nd populatio n biology.
M acA rthur and Wilson ( 1963 , 1967) have ugge ted. for example, that the di tribution
of specie on i lands reflect a balance between th e coloni ation of island habitats
by new species and the extinctio n of reside nt species populations beca use of local
co mpetition a mo ng species, environmental perturbation, a nd o ther ca uses.
This equilibrium model o f isla nd colo nisa ti on emphasises that the specie present
on an island need not represent th e result o f a few epi odic instances of migra tion.
Ra th er, th e MacArthur-Wil on model implies that th e process by wh ich a n isla nd
bio ta chan ges is evolutio na ry. a nd found ed o n ordinary ra th e r th a n ex traordinary
events.
Anth ropologists have long been intere ted in the coloni a tion of Po ly ne ia (Clark
a nd Terrell 1978). In addition to some of the more imagina tive a nd ex tra ordinary
migrations whereby Egy ptia ns or Phoenicia ns are brought out to scule Po lyn esia (Fell
1974). rece nt work h as concentra ted on improv ing o ur kn owled ge of Poly nesian voyaging (Levi on. Ward and Webb 1973: Finney 1977: Gladwin 1970: Lewi 1972) a nd
the viability of small fou nding populations (Black 1978: Law 1977: M cA rthur.
Saund ers a nd Tweedie 1976). The e two variable, are among those central to th e theory
of island biogeography developed by M acA rthur a nd Wilson ( 1963, 1967). Thi common interest in individual variables fo reshadows a more ge neral sharing of th eo ries
a nd models between a nthropo logists and scho lars working in fields such as populat ion
bio logy. ecology. a nd biogeography (Terrell 1975. T errell and Fagen 1975). Thi paper
will examine th e application of models from b iogeography Lo the study of th e colonisation of Poly nesia. A compari<;on will be made between biogeogra phical model and
an establ ished conceptu al model in Pacific archaeology which "lets the fac ts peak
for th emselves". As a ca e in po int. these mo d els wi ll be u ed to interpret archaeologica l
evidence from the no n-Poly nesian Ga lapagos Islands. The contrasting assumptions
underlying th ese differe nt mode ls and th e differing interpreta ti o ns placed on th e
" h a rd facts" of a rchaeology d e mo nstrate th e need fo r more careful a tten tion to the
developme nt a nd testing of mod els in anthropological inquiry.
/\'ew Zeala11dJoumal ofArclraeology. 1980. Vol. l. pp. 51--M
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FROM THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
The voyage of the Beagle in 1835 is we ll remembered in the history of the biological
sciences, for among its passengers was the young scientist Charles Darwin. At the
close of his historic observations on the Galapagos Islands, Darwin commented upon
the tameness of their many species of native birds. He suggested that the fear of man
"is not acq uired by individual birds in a short time, even when much persecuted;
but that in the course of successive generations it becomes hereditary" ( Darwin
1959:384).
Darwin's equation of tame fauna and absence oflong term human settlement may,
in part, acco unt for the surprise which greeted the first archaeological evidence for
prehistoric settlement o n the Galapagos Isla nds. The 1953 Norwegian Archaeological
Expedition to the Galapagos Islands (Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold 1956) located four
small occupation sites on three of the islands. According to the excavators, the
archaeological deposits in all of these sites were severely mixed, such th a t modern
and pre-European artefacts were intermixed.
Pottery fragments made up the bulk of the deposits. On the basis of sim ilarity in
decoration and form, many of the pottery sherds are identified as belonging to preEuropean ceramic trad itions from coastal Peru and Ecuador (Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold 1956, Lanning 1970). Other artefacts identified as pre-European included several
flint scrapers, a bit of obsidian, an d two pieces of worked chalky sto ne. The excavators
also mention that "small pieces of shell we re usually fo und in most secti ons of the
James Bay site"(Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold 1956: 17), although they apparently neither
saved nor analysed these midden co mponents. The James Bay site was divided into
12 discrete concentrations. These concentrated deposits ranged in size from approximately 3 m x 3 m to 15 m x 7 m. Similar informatio n is lacking on the other sites,
which were examined in less detail.
Heyerdahl and Skjo lsvold ( 1956:56) observe that the sites "did not have the characteristics of permanent or long-lasting habitation, but rather of temporary o r possibly
seasonal visits. The occupation sites encountered by our expedition did not contain
material suggestive of organised settlements or communities." Although they clearly
include the presence of burials and special funeral pottery as criteria for long term
occupation, Heyerdahl and Skjolsvo ld do not identify other features which they feel
are characteristic of perm anent settlement.

FROM EVIDENCE TO INTERPRETATION
The careful development of models for interpreting archaeological data is rarely found
in published reports from the Pacific (Clark and Terrell 1978). Instead, argument
progresses from evidence to historical reco nstruction without explicit mentio n of the
interrelation between evidence and interpretation. Tattersall and Eldredge ( 1977) have
called this sort of approach the writing of"scenarios". In their review of archaeology
in Oceania, Clark and Terrell (1978) examine the Pacific tradition of"culture history
scenarios" and their inherent pitfalls. Scenarios weave evidence and interpretation
in a complex fashion. Only the most crudely constructed scenario would be in contradiction to th e evidence upo n which it is based . Thus scena rios are virtually always
valid interpretations of the evidence. Yet they cleverly ignore the possibility that
alternative models may equally well account for the da ta. Scenarios tend to break
the cycle of discovery which John Platt ( 1966) has called " the method of stro ng inference".
The report on the Galapagos Islands excavations (Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold 1956)
appears to fall into the pattern of a scenario. As an interpretation it is reasonable,
in that it does not contradict the meagre archaeological evidence. Yet the translation
from evidence to interpretation requires a conceptual model which only rarely surfaces
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in the report. It is necessary to make this conceptual model explicit in order to compare
it with other models.
TH E FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL

In defending their cho ice of where to look for sites, Heyerdahl and Skjo lsvold ( 1956: 11 )
state: " It was assum ed that oversea (sic) visitors in prehisto ric time would most likely
be sailors or fi shermen whose economy would be based o n marine activity rather than
inland occupation ..." Having noted the a rid climate of the Galapagos Islands, and
having assumed a marine focus fo r the sites, they searched coastlines which combined
a good landing area with a nearby water supply. As they interpret the evidence from
the coasta l sites which they examined, the assumption of a fishing econo my is cycled
back into th e evidence:
It is lherefore our belief, on lhe basis of archaeological ma1erial available from lhe Galapagos
Islands al lhe presenl lime, lhat the exceptionally rich fishing grounds around lhe islands
a ttrac1ed fishermen from the mainland coast from the earliest days of deep-sea navigation
off North Peru and Ecuador. These fishermen would seem to have made casual or perhaps
even seasonal visilS lo the Galapagos group for centuries before lhe arrival oflhe first European
visi1ors. and from differenl poinlS o n lhe mainland ranging from Coastal Ecuador to lhe
Casma Valley area on the soulhern exlremity of lhe North Peruvian Coast. (Heyerdahl and
Skjolsvold 1956:57)

Thi

cenario is fur th er supported by a dubio us piece of ethnographic ana logy:
An important indication of past evenlS may be seen in lhe temporary visilS by natives from
lhe mainland during the fishing seasons. These native fishermen leave lhe coast of Ecuador
in small, modern motor-crafl to fish in the Galapagos waters. ( Heyerdahl a nd Skjolsvold

1956:57)

A number of specific as umption erve to tie togeth er the archaeological evidence
a nd what may be ca lled the FISH ING EXPEDITION MODEL. Although these
assumptio ns are scattered throughout the report, taken together they fo rm a cohesive
set. Included in this set are the follo wing:
Prehistoric groups from Coasta l Peru and Ecuador:
( I) landed on the isla nds at several different times,
(2) contained both males and females (Heyerdahl and Skjo lsvold 1956:60),
(3) arrived deliberately,
(4) were att racted by good fishing grounds,
(5) stayed temporarily in small camps,
(6) subsequently return ed ho me.
Therefore
(7) the a rchaeological survey of coastal areas located sites representing the full ra nge
of econo mic and cultural activities undertaken on th e isla nds,
(8) the art of naviga tion was sufficiently develo ped to a llow two way voyaging across
th e 960 km water ga p separating islands fro m ma inland,
(9) if th e e grou p had remained the island would have " received a considerable
permanent populatio n" (Heyerdah l and Skjolsvold 1956:59-60).
This set of propositions serves to limit th e ra nge of possible a lternatives at various
tep a long the path from evidence to interpretation. If we accept each of them in
turn , they point the way toward the cena rio of Heyerda hl and Skjolsvold ( 1956).
If we do not tacitly accept any given assumption, th en a lterna tive models may arise
which a lso account fo r th e archaeologica l da ta . These assumptions or pro po itions
shou ld, in fact, be treated as a set of hypothe es in need of testing.
The a rchaeological record may contain evidence which can be u ed to test ome
of these propo ition . For example. if bo th male and fema les arri ved (2) we might
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expect to find archaeological evidence which could be related to specifically male
or female activities. Similarly, if fishing was the main economic activity practised in
the coastal camps (4 and 5) then artefacts associated with fishing, and certainly midden
material. should be found in the site . Under the FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL
there should also be no sites which sacrifice acce s to the sea in favour of attractive
location for land based economies (7). As the FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL
biased their survey strategy, Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold ( 1956) did not look in the areas
where inland ites might be found.
The archaeological record is a poor source of data with which to test propositions
about prehistoric navigation abilities (8), population dynamics (9), or the "deliberate"
nature of a given voyage (3). The archaeological record simply does not contain the
appropriate evidence. As the biologist C. H. Waddington (1977: 122) observed, "there
are many question about history and evolution which can be very definitely stated,
but which will probably always remain unanswerable". It may be wise, therefore, to
develop a network ofalternative models in which we replace certain oft he assumptions
of the FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL by other alternatives (Levins 1966. 1968).
The theory of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967) is a u eful
nexus for this set of alternative models, as it focuses attention on the effects of differences in population dynamics and dispersal ability on the via bility of island populations.
THE COLONISATION MODEL

In order to study the process of island colonisation, MacArthur and Wilson ( 1967)
have developed a mathematical model of colonisation. The first section of their model
predicts the likelihood of establishing a successful colony and the expected time to
extinction for an unsuccessful colony, given a knowledge of basic demographic parameters. Factors which contribute to the success or failure of a founding population include: (1) K, the carrying capacity of the environment for that species, (2) >...the per
capita birth rate, (3) µ., the per capita death rate, and (4) N, the size of the founding
population. A second aspect of their model examines the factors which affect the rate
of arrival of new colonists. The rate of immigration of new colonists is a function
of the distance between island and ource area for prospective colonists, mean overseas
<lisper al distance, the form of the survivor hip probability distribution for that species,
and the number of colonists leaving the source area. The two processes of immigration
and local extinction form the central element in an equilibrium model of island colonisation (MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967). A local population will survive on an island
if immigration rates are sufficient to balance local extinction. The predicted fate of
a given population on an island changes under differing values for the va riables in
the model.
Starting with this simple framework, differing models for the fate of human populations on the Galapagos Islands may be produced, for example:
Set I. Prehistoric groups:
landed on the islands at several different times,
(2) contained only males,
(3) drifted accidentally to the islands,
(4) became loca lly extinct.

( 1)

Set 2. Prehistoric groups:
(1) landed on the islands at several different times,
(2) contained both males and females,
(3) deliberately set off from the coast with their destination unknown,
(4) became locally extinct.
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Set 3. Prehistoric groups:
( 1) landed on the islands at several different times,
(2) contained both males and females,
(3) drifted accidentally to the islands,
(4) subseq uently left to return home.
The number of possible combinations is obviously large, and an attempt to list a ll
possible permutations would prove useless. The three sets given here are intended
only to give an idea of the range of possibilities. In these sets, many of the assumptions
of the FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL are simply unnecessary. This is an important
observation which will be discussed when the implications of the models are compared.
At this point. however, we will concentrate on o ne set of alternative hypotheses:
1a. the groups became locally extinct,
1b. the groups subsequently returned ho me.
These alternatives are among those which are unlikely to be decided solely upon the
basis of the archaeological record. We will examine the possibility of local extinction,
making use of the mathematical model of MacArthur and Wilson ( 1967; see also
Richter-Dy n and Goel 1972). Results from this mathematical model will be compared
wi th those obtained independently from several computer simulation studies.
MacArthur and Wilson (1967:68-77) derive an expression for the probability that
a founding population will fa il to colonise. For a two-sex model with strict monogamy
this probability of failure may be calculated as Pf=(µ/ .\)N, where N is the number
of male and female pairs, andµ and.\ are the per capita death and birth rates, respectively. Results for a number of different values are plotted as the curves in Figure
1. These birth and death rates are taken from values used in published computer simulation studies (Law 1977; McArthur, Saunders and Tweedie 1976). The investigators
who used these values have presented their own justification for the use of these birth
and death rates as an approximation to prehisto ric po pulation dynamics in the Pacific.
The values are used here to allow a direct comparison between the results of the mathematical model a nd the computer simulations.
The graphs demonstrate that if a founding population is small, then extinction of
the local population is an a lternative which must be considered. Given the lack of
precision inherent in even educated guesses about prehistoric demography, it would
not be wise to pick single values for .\, µ , and founding population size, suggesting
that one might then calculate a realistic probability for local extinction. The results
of the MacArthur-Wilson model may be more productively used to examine how well
a simple biological model, devised to study mice and bugs, might be applied to man.
As Lewontin (Introduction to Friedlander 1975:vii) has emphasised, we know much
more about patterns of mortality, fertility, behaviour, and mating in man than in other
animals. This knowledge leaves us unsatisfied with a simple model which uses only
crude birth and death rates, and assumes strict monogamy. How do the results from
more sophisticated models compare with the MacArthur and Wilson model?
The circled points plotted in Figure 1 a-d represent the percentage of failures reported by Law ( 1977) in his computer sim ulatio n of small populations. His simulation
model used age specific birth and death rates from model life tables. Moving from
la to Id the levels of mortality become more severe, begi nning with a modern African
population ( la) and ending with an estimate for prehistoric popu lations (Id) taken
from Weiss ( 1973). The rules governing mating in this program are in fact less restrictive
than the monogamy assumed by the MacArthur and Wilson model. In the simulation,
any fertile female (aged 17 .5 - 47.5 yea rs) is at risk of pregnancy if there is at least
one mature male (aged 17 .5 - 57 .5 years). In addition a limit of three children per
female per five years is placed on reproduction. This mating system has a minimal
impact on bio logical reproductive capacity.
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Figure 1: Failure rates for sma ll foundi ng populations under various conditions of fertility
and mortality. In Ethe points with ci rcle and cross represent values for populations with incest
prohibitions.
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McArthur, Saunders and Tweedie (1976) have used a more complex simulation
model in examining the likelihood of success for small founding populations. Their
imulated populations were all monogamous, and were subject to either no incest rules,
or prohibition against marriage between siblings and between parents and offspring.
The model life table used in their study is based on mortality and fertility patterns
which have been established from direct experience with the demog raphy of Pacific
populations (McArthur, Saunders and Tweedie 1976). The results from their study
are plotted in Figure le, along with the curve predicted by the MacArthur-Wilson
model. The failure rates for populations with incest prohibitions are shown as circles
with a cross.
The close relationship between the simple equation of MacArthur and Wilson and
more realistic computer models incorporating age specific fertility and mortality patterns is apparent in Figure I a-d. Terrell ( 1977) has noted a similar correspondence
between a simple biogeographical model relating island area to species diversity (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) and the observed pattern of linguistic diversity in the
Solomon Islands. These correspondence a re far from trivial, for they suggest that
biogeographical models may be useful in the study of man, at least as a first approximation (Terrell 1977). As MacArthur and Wilson have observed:
A good theory points to possible factors and relationships in the real world that would otherwise
remain hidden. and thus stimulates new forms ofempirical research. Even a first. crude theory
can have these virtues. lfit can also account for, say, 85$ of the variation in some phenomenon
of interest. it will have served its purpose well. (MacArthur and Wilson 1967:5)

The areas of departure between the simple mathematical model of MacArthur and
Wilson ( 1967) and the more realistic computer simulation models (le), direct us to
ask the sorts of questio ns which John Terrell has emphasised in his discussion of the
objectives of Human Biogeogra phy:
What factors, if any, must be introduced to model human populations that are not considered
relevant to other species populations? Under what circumstances are they required? Are they
universally needed whenever human populations are being studied? Or do they apply only
in certain situations? (Terrell 1977:22-23)

The close correspondence between the simulation model developed by Law (1977)
and the MacArthur-Wilson model occurs because both ig nore random va riation in
the ex ratio of the sma ll population. Rando m variation in the sex ratio of small st rictly
monogamous populations is o ne of the major factors in depressing biological reproductive capacity. The adaptation of the MacArthur-Wilson model to two-sex populations is based on pairs of males and female . This formulation does not take into
account the po sibility that offspring will not always enter the population in matched
pair . The lack of monogamous marriage rules in Law's computer program ( 1977)
renders his populations unaffected by variation in the sex ratio unless one sex becomes
extinct. The MacArthur-Wilson model appears to be a good approximation in cases
where a monoga mo us marriage system is not opera ting in a founding population.
In contrast, the model of McArthur, Saunders and Tweedie ( 1976) is affected by
random variation in the sex ratio. The probabilities of extinction are thus elevated
above the predictions of the MacArthur-Wilson model (Fig. 1e). The added restrictions
impo ed by an incest prohibition further elevate th e probabilities of failure for the
smaller founding populations. McArthur, Saunders and Tweedie ( 1976:314) observe
that "the imposition of incest taboos has no significant effect in general on the probability of extinction, but there is a suggestion that the smaller the founding group
the greater the effect such restrictions would have in diminishing the likelihood of
success". In fact, marriage restrictions do appear to have an effect on probability of
failure, but there is often a significant interaction between population size and the
effect of marriage restrictio ns which complicates analysis.
Further explo rations of the effect of marriage systems on the demography of small
clo ed populations have been undertaken (Black 1977. 1978: Hammel and Hutchinson
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1974; MacCluer 1974; MacCluer and Dyke 1976; Morgan 1974; Weiss 1975). These
studies have so far produced inconsistent results (Weiss 1975). The effects of incest
prohibitions on population growth have ranged from a negative effect, through no
effect, to an increase in growth in three different simulation models! Using a variety
of mul tivariate approaches, Black ( 1977, 1978) has demonstrated that population
structure, history, and marriage systems interact in a complex fashion. The experimental designs and methods of analysis used to date in simulation studies have produced
apparently inconsistent results because each one has presented only a restricted local
view of the global system. The current practice of using realistic simulation models
to produce precise answers (Black 1977, 1978; Clark and Terrell 1978; Levins 1966,
1968) is producing unmanageable results. An example, taken from results produced
by the demographic microsimulation model ISLAN D (Black 1977, 1978) will illustrate
th e need fo r new approaches.
The ISLAND model is a Monte Carlo simul ation model for the study of small populations. It is written in FORTRAN and consists of a set of 15 utility subprograms.
Rather than formi ng one large all-purpose program, the utility subprograms are designed to allow independence and easy replacement so that the program can evolve.
The operation of the program is described in detail elsewhere ( Black 1977, 1978) and
is similar in operation to several existing programs (Dyke and MacCluer 1974).
ISLAND includes a flexible arrangement for specifying a va riety of marriage rules
to be followed by the simulated populations.
An experiment was conducted on ISLAND to determine the effects of differen t
marriage systems on the survival of found ing populations of 40 and 80 individuals,
containing equal numbers of unrelated males and females . Mortality levels were taken
from Coale and Demeny (1966) model life table West Level 10 Female. This moderate
mortality schedule was paired with a moderate fertility schedule (Black 1977, 1978).
Marriage was monogamous. Every person in the simulated population married if a
suitable spouse was avai lable. Remarriage was possi ble following the death ofa spo use.
The marriage rules examined included two levels of clan system (CO: no clans, C2:
two exogamous patrilineal clans) crossed with three levels of incest prohibition (IO:
no incest prohibitions, I l: marriages of siblings, parent-child, and grandparentgrandchild prohibited, 12: marriages between first cousins and closer relatives prohibited). Ten replicate populations were examined for each founding population size
(Nf=40, Nf= 80) in a factorial analysis of variance design , requiring 120 runs of the
program ISLAND.
The results from the ISLAND experim ent suggest that founding population size
and clan exogamy significantly alter achieved parity, age at marriage. number of
unmarried persons, growth rate, and population size. There are also significant interaction effects between founding population size and clan structure . Incest prohibitions
did not have any significant effects. The changes in dependent va riables under different treatment levels are reported elsewhere in detail (Black 1977, 1978). The magnitudes of these changes are not directly generalisable to other combinations of founding
population, mortali ty, and fertility. Therefore, o ur interest lies primarily in the qualitative behaviour of the populations under different treatment levels.
The genera l effect of marriage rules which restrict the pool of potential mates is
expected to be detrimental to population growth, as predicted by a common sense
approach (MacCluer and Dyke 1976: 11 ). If the pool of potential mates is severely
restricted such that some people are unable to find mates, the numbers of unmarried
persons would be expected to rise along with the average age at marriage for males
and females. Thus restrictive marriage rules should, in general, lead to lower population size, growth rate, and numbers of children. However, the interaction between
severa l demographic va riables may create a complex system in which the effects of
certain restrictions on the pool of potential mates are not predicted by the simple
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Figure 2: Popula tion size over time stra ti fled by clan structure (CO : no clans, C 2: two
exogamo us clans). During the time periods shown by dotted lines, population size is significantly
different (p < O. J) fo r the two treatment levels.
ap proach. Commo n sense suggests on e reason fo r sig nifica nt inte ractio ns between
vari ables: rest ric tive marriage rules sho uld have a grea te r effec t in sm a lle r po pula tion s.
as the pool of poten tia l m a tes is a lready sma lle r a nd ra ndom va riation h as a grea te r
effect. T he result from ISLAND d e m onstra te tha t additiona l interacti ons a re occurrin g betwee n va ri ables which furth e r co mplica te m a tte rs.
T h e first unexpected inte raction effec t mi ght be called a " reversal effect". The d ependen t va ri able m ale age a t ma rriage illustra tes a reve rsal effect in th e IS LAN D
results. Unde r conditions conducive to growth (la rge r fo unding popul a ti on, no cla n
structure) fe ma le age a t marri age decreases. a nd pa rity increases. ea rlie r m a rriage
producing a longer reprod uctive spa n for fema les. Cont rary to expectations, however,
ma le age at marriage increases un de r conditions conducive to growth . It appears that
thi re ult. which i contrary to expectations, i a result of the marriage rules used
in the simulation model.
In the present study. females attempt to ma rry males who are, on average. four
year their e n ior. Thi p reference for older male i common to many human population , though not univer al. It was included in thi tudy for comparability with o ther
imu lation studies. T his criterion for optima l ma rriage is on ly met when th e pool of
mates is su fficien tly la rge. Unde r adverse condi ti ons th e females must ma rry younger
ma les if they are to fi nd mates a t a ll in a given year. Whe n condi t ions im prove females
may agai n m arry o lde r males. Thus th e appare nt "reversed effect" for ma le age a t
marriage is in fac t consiste nt with th e results fo r parity a nd fe ma le age a t ma rri age.
and a rises from the st ructural relationsh ip in th e m odel.
A "reversal effect" may sim ila rly account fo r th e appa ren tly a nomalo us results presented by Morga n ( 1974) wh ich show th a t inces t pro hibitio ns cause a small increase
in population growth . The marriage system used by Morga n ( 1974) has ma les searching
for females, ra ther than the reve rse as u sed in IS LAN D. If m arriage restrictio ns in
IS LAN D ca n lower the achie ved age a t ma rriage fo r males, then th e opposite effect
m ay well occur in Morga n's model. An ea rlie r age a t ma rriage fo r fe ma les, resultin g
in a longer reprod uc ti ve spa n, may accou n t fo r the grea ter growth ra te of popula tio ns
with incest taboo ( Mo rga n 1974 ). The reduction of ma le age a t ma rriage in the
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Figure 3:

Numbers of unmarried persons over time, stratified by clan structures (CO: no
clans, C2: two exogamous clans).

ISLAND mod el d oes not significantly increase fem ale re producti ve spa n, a nd th u
d oes not contribute to a grea ter growth rate for po pula tions with incest prohibit ions.
At present we have no e mpirical j usti fica tion fo r preferring th e results fro m a ma rriage
system suc h as Mo rgan 's ( 1974) or tha t u ed in ISLAN D . In fact, both a re u nsatisfactory. The proble ms in interpreta tio n raised by these d iffe rence illustrate the need
for mo re e thnogra phic a nd histor ica l studies o n populatio ns.
A second typ e o f interaction effect m ight be called a " time effect". Figu re 2 show
the means fo r th e two treatment levels of clan structure plo tted across ti me. The differences b etween th e sa mple means fo r the two levels o f cla n structu re a re no t consiste nt
over time. This " tim e effect" im p lies th a t the effects o f cla n structure may or may
not be significa nt d epending on wh e n the po pulation is mea ured . Whe n the nu mbe r
o f unma rried persons a re stratified by cla n leve l (F igure 3) th e additional inc rea e
d ue to cla n exogamy is clea rly visible, a nd a lso va ria ble over time. If only one mea ure
o f the po pula tion is made at a n a rb itra ry point in tim e, d iffere nt resu lts may be produced. Neithe r fin al values n or on e ave rage for a lo ng tim e interva l a re adequate
for the study of th e dyna mic aspects of po pula tio ns.
Given the exi te nce of inte raction effect be tween popula tion size a nd cla n exoga my
in the ISLAN D model, th e va rying results produced by o th e r published stud ies ( Ha mmel and Hutchin on 1974 ; MacC luer 1974; MacCluer a nd Dyke 1976; Mo rgan 1974 ;
Weiss 1975) d o not a ppea r inconsistent. For exa mple, incest p rohibitio ns in popula tions of mod e ra te size (> 50) m ay no t produce a significa nt reduction in the pool
o f pote nti a l ma tes. Yet these sa me re tricti ons in smalle r po pula tions (unde r the same
conditions of morta lity and fe rt ility) m ay produce a signi fica nt effect. The com plex
inte ractions between va ri a bles m ay a l o produce unusua l " rever a l effec ts". Fina lly,
the sig nifica nce of ma rriage restrictions varies over time, a nd may be depend en t o n
the recent histo ry of the po pula tio n.
If the d e mography of small po pula tions is b est thought of as a com plex, dynam ic
system then on e measure of po pula tio n structure a t a single po int in time is unlikely
to give a realistic picture of th e to ta l syste m. Likewise, the computer simula tion a pproach using realistic programs but only a few selected life ta bles, fo unding po pu lations. ma rriage yste ms, or othe r fac to rs is unlikely to produce a g lobal view o f th e
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system. Rather than concentrate on estimating the magnitude of effects precisely under
very specific conditions, future work should relax precision in favour of generality.
Recent advances in methods for the study of the topography of complex epigenetic
landscapes (Waddington 1977) offer one prospect for future work.
Having examined some effects of marriage systems on population dynamics, one
may ask as Vayda ( 1959) has: would people follow their "official " marriage rules under
the very unusual conditions of small founding populations? I funder unusual circumstances marriage systems are temporarily aba ndoned in favour of maximum reproduction, then the MacArthur-Wilson model may be an excellent approximation. If
the full set of cultural restrictions on marriage are to prevail then more complex models
are required. An optimal breeding strategy for colonising groups might include incest
prohibitions on mating, but no formal marriage system. This alternative might not
be affected by most of the va riation in sex ratio, while avoiding the social a nd genetic
consequences of close inbreeding (Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer 1971 , Schull 1958, Rossman and Schull 1974, Reid 1973).
Before we can arrive at a reasonable set of alternative breeding strategies, it will
be necessa ry to have much more detailed ethnographic accounts of the marriage systems and demography of small populations. We need to know what responses a population makes to a restricted pool of mates and the possibility of many adults remaining
unmarried. Much of the appropriate data is likely to come from historical demography,
and Dyke ( 1971) has developed a useful approach to the problem.
The MacArthur-Wilson model remains a useful tool, providing extinction probabilities for small founding populations which abandon all marriage restrictions in favour
of maximum reproduction. In other words, the MacArthur-Wilson model defines the
boundary conditions imposed by human biology. The interaction of biology and culture may raise extinction probabilities above the basic limits imposed by human reproductive capacity.
Despite its utility as a first approximation, the MacArthur-Wilson model leaves
out many factors which influence the fate of a species. In particular, no information
is included about the suitability of the island environment. An unsuitable environment
would again raise extinction probabilities above those predicted by the MacArthurWilson model.
The Galapagos Islands lie inside a large region of low rainfall which Palmer and
Pyle ( 1966:93-94) designate the "dry zone". Islands in this dry zone have an extremely
arid environment, little ground water, and are subject to highly variable rainfall
(Palmer and Pyle 1966, Heye rdahl and Skjolsvold 1956). Interestingly, the other island&
of this dry zone were also uninhabited at contact, yet have archaeological remains
(Palmer and Pyle 1966:93-94; Levison, Ward and Webb 1973). The unsuitable climate
of th e Galapagos Islands would raise the extinction probability for prehistoric colonists, but it is not possible to estimate the magnitude of this effect. Though the
MacArthur-Wilson model gives "optimistic" results (Fig. I), extinction of local populations on the Galapagos Islands is an alternative which cannot be rejected out of
hand.

LOCAL MODELS AND THEIR WIDER IMPLICATIONS
Setting aside the polemic question "which model is correct?" more constructive discussion may a rise from a comparison of th e FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL and
versions of the COLONISATION MODEL in their assumptions and implicatio ns.
As noted previously, a number of the assumptions inherent in the FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL are entirely absent from the COLONISATION MODEL. These
assumptions a re elements of special pleading in the scenario of Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold ( 1956), placed there not because th ey are required by th e data. but because they
produce later implications which are in accord with other theories favoured by the
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investigators (Heyerdahl 1952, 1968). In particular, two untested assumptions o f the
FISHING EXPEDITION MODEL about the attraction of good fishing grounds (4)
and the colonists' ability to carry out two-way voyaging (8), are later taken to be evidence in favour of South Americans having colonised Polynesia (Heyerdahl 1968).
The alternatives presented by the COLONISATION MODEL demonstrate that
the interpretation of the archaeological evidence favoured by Heyerdahl and Skjolsvold ( 1956) is not the only one which is in accord with the " hard facts" of archaeology.
Several models fit the present evidence. Further, these different models lead to widely
differing implications about the local prehistory of the Galapagos Islands and to
broader questions about the se ttlement of Polynesia.
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